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Installation Instructions for VIC Vibration Isolation Stand

TWO HEX KEYS NEEDED FOR INSTALLATION:  5/16" and 5/32"

CONTENTS:
2 each LEG SECTIONS with CROSS BARS and 4 each VIBRATION ISOLATION CANISTERS (VICs)

with mounting plates

4 each TIE BARS

16 each 1/2-13x1" Button head screws attached to leg section

  4 each 1/4-20x1" Button head screws

4 each 1/4 x 1 3/8" fender washers

Two sided mounting tape for optional shelf

IMPORTANT!!!

DO NOT TIGHTEN ANY SCREWS UNTIL FINAL STEP!
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Place the leg sections with cross bars vertically with the leveling

feet on the floor.  The inside of the leg section has the screws for

attaching the tie bars. (See photo)

Attach bottom tie bars to the two leg sections with the 1/2-13x1"

Button head screws.

DO NOT TIGHTEN SCREWS YET!

Entire assembly must be loose enough to align all holes.

If installing the optional shelf,  the two sided mounting tape is used

on the underside to damp vibration and secure the shelf.  Place the

shelf tape side down on bottom cross bars and tie bars.  (You

may need to push the leg sections apart to seat the shelf)

Next, attach the top tie bars to the two leg sections.

DO NOT TIGHTEN SCREWS YET!

Place Breadboard/Table on top of stand.  Use the 4 ea 1/4-20 x 1"

Button head screws and fender washers..  Mount the Breadboard/

Table to the vibration isolation canisters (VIC) by rotating the

mounting plate on the VICs to align the mounting hole to the hole

pattern on the underside of the VERE breadboard/table.  If you

have a Non-Vere breadboard/table, you may need to drill (.205)

and tap (1/4-20) your own mounting holes on the underside.

FINAL STEP!!  TIGHTEN ALL SCREWS, INCLUDING

ANY PREINSTALLED SCREWS.

Important: Do not use the Vibration Isolation Canister under static

loads greater then the indicated maximum.  Do not inflate the VICs

unless Breadboard/Table to be mounted is placed on top of the mount.

Whenever Breadboard/Table is to be removed from mounts, deflate

canisters before removal.

WARNING: VICs should not be pressurized above 60psi.  If in

doubt the pressure should be checked with a pressure gauge.

The VIC should be inflated with a bicycle type pump or regu-

lated air supply set to 60psi or less to avoid overinflating.
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LEVELING

To Level:   Bleed or insert air to respectively

lower or raise canister height in small increments

until the desired level is reached.    Check each

canister for overall height which should be within

2 1/2 +/- 1/4 inches.

If beyond this range, repeat pressurization/bleed

process until height tolerance and desired levels

are reached.  The level of the support base as

well as the  breadboard/table should be such that

no VIC between breadboard/table and support

base will have to be adjusted for level more than

+/- 1/4 inch.

Installation Instructions

Vibration Isolation Canister
INSTALLATION
Read through these instructions BEFORE attempt-

ing installation

Raise breadboard/table to height greater than 2

1/2 inches and place the VIC isolation canister

between breadboard/table and mounting base.

Lower breadboard/table, which will come to rest

on  “Surface M”.

Note: The VERE table stand has a mounting

plate  attached to “Surface M”.  The mounting

plate is used to secure the canister to the back

skin using the holes provided.  See the installa-

tion instructions for the vibration isolation stand

with isolating canisters.

Sequentially pressurize each canister so that di-

mension “X” is 1/2 inch or the overall mount

height is 2 1/2 inches, whichever is more conve-

Note:         If air pressure exceeds indicated requirement for static load, isolator will seek a height greater than 2

1/2”.  To install canister under such circumstances, valve is manually bled to reduce to 2 1/2”.  If air supply pressure

is less than the indicated requirement for static load, a larger canister may be required.
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Do not inflate the VIC unless static weight of equipment to be mounted is placed on top of the canister.  Whenever

breadboard/table is to be removed from canisters, deflate canisters before removal of load.

Isolation Canisters  Static Loading (lb’s)    Dimensions

Part Number Min.      Max. “J”     “G”

VIC1A 25      100 1.09     2.89

VIC3A 75      300 2.06     4.14
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CAUTION

Do not use the Vibration Isolation Canister (Part

number: VICxx) under static loads greater then the

indicated maximum.  Do not inflate the VIC unless

static weight of equipment to be mounted is placed

on top of the canister.  Read instructions carefully.

WARNING:

VIC should NOT be pressurized above 60psi.  If in

doubt the pressure should be checked with a pres-

sure gauge.  The VIC should be inflated with a bi-

cycle tire type pump or regulated air supply set to

60psi or less to avoid overinflating.


